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Vacuum cleaner

Rotary machine

Mini rotary machine
Injection-extraction

Carpet  cleaner
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                        Kit Clorofree

CHLORINE FREE SYSTEM - ACTIVE OXYGEN
FOR SWIMMING POOLS AND SPA

 RESIDENTIAL SWIMMING POOLS - MINIPOOLS 
HYDROMASSAGE - SPA PRODUCTS
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All products with surfactants with primary biodegradability more than 90%and ultimate aerobic biodegradation complying with Reg. (EC) No. 648/2004 Complying to MARPOL Regulations
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SF PHOS
PHOSPHORIC ACID 
BASED DETERGENT

SF CLINOX it cleans and leaves a protective 
coating on Inox surfaces and on other surfaces like 
gel coats, wood and plastic components.
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SF POLISH PRO is a polish made in our laboratory 
in collaboration with shipyard technicians, it’s 
contain a very fine particles for the cleaning and 
polishing of fiber-glass gel coat and paint surfaces 
on desk and hull. 
It eliminate smears, salts residues and dirt from the 
surfaces leaving a glossy finishing.

SF PHOS is a phosphoric acid, descaling 
detergent, formulated for the removal of rust and 
scales left by the water.
It is used to clean stainless steel or cleaning plastic 
tanks, equipment, propellers and any water residue 
or rust left on the surfaces.
It is used for the final cleaning of the body of the 
boat after high water pressure cleaning.

SF POLISH 28 is a soft abrasive polish formulated 
for the removal of rust and oxidation stains from 
inox, copper and bronze surfaces. 
It clean and shiny surfaces.

SF CLINOX
CLEANING, POLISHING AND 

PROTECTIVE SPECIALTY 
PRODUCT

SF POLISH 28 SF POLISH PRO
GEL COAT 

POLISHING CREAM

SF DISH
HAND DISH WASHING 

SF DISH is a special no-foam detergent for hand 
dish washing.
Washing up effect. It cleans the dishes simply by 
pre-soaking. The no-foam properties allows a rapid 
rinsing.  
No-foam is produced in the waste water tank  in 
case of direct discharge in to the sea.

SF LAUNDRY 
LIQUID

LIQUID LAUNDRY 
DETERGENT

SF LAUNDRY LIQUID is a laundry detergent to be 
used either for hand washing or for machine 
washing of any kind of fabrics.
Good softening properties, suitable also for 
delicate garments like wool or silk. 
Low level of phosphate.
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SF TABLET are a concentrated chlorine tablets for 
the treatment of the water in the storage tank.
Just one tablet for one cubic meter of water avoids 
mildew and bacteria  growth.
The oxygen liberated by the product keeps the 
water exempt of odors and totally disinfected.

SF TABLET
CHLORINE  

SANITARY TABLETS

SF KLINECO is a deter solvent degreaser for 
floors and other surfaces. It is used to clean all 
kinds of oil greasy soils, tar, vegetal or mineral oils, 
paint residues. SF KLINECO is formulated with 
vegetal biodegradable solvents together with 
surfactants and emulsifiers. 
This product can be used in engine rooms, walls 
and any kind of greasy surfaces.

SF KLINECO
VEGETAL SOLVENT BASED 

DEGREASER
DETERSOLVENT

SF PR

SF LAUNDRY POWDER is a powder detergent for 
laundry washing with enzymes and oxidizing 
agents for the use in laundry machines.
Low level of phosphates and controlled bleaching 
power.

SF LAUNDRY 
POWDER

POWDER LAUNDRY 
DETERGENT

SF ZYM is based on living bacteria’s, decompose 
and liquefy the organic matter, the fats and the oil 
residuals from the kitchens or from the shower 
drain. 
Very effective to control the odor on the waste 
water tank.

SF ZYM
CONCENTRATED BACTERIA STRAINS 

FOR THE TREATMENT OF WASTE 
WATER TANK

SF PR

CLEANER AND RUST REMOVER 
FOR INOX, COPPER 

AND BRONZE
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SF REKORD deep cleans, teak and exotic woods, 
concentrated alkaline solution for cleaning 
thoroughly and removing dirt, grease stains, salt.
Safe for fibers and joints.

SF TEAK is used as a one-off detergent and 
whitener to regenerate teak surfaces. 
It is especially used to remove saline traces and 
rust stains from teak surfaces.

SF LOUK is a low residue neutral detergent that 
provides good cleaning and does not leave 
residues on surfaces. 
SF LOUK does not require rinsing
Can be used at low concentration for the removal 
of dirt from floors, gel coat, painted and other 
surfaces.

SF FOAM is a high foam detergent composition to 
be used with rotary machines to clean carpets or 
textiles. 
It leaves a dry residue that can be removed by a 
carpet vacuum cleaner.

SF ECSTRA’ is a low foam special detergent to be 
used with injection-extraction machines.
It can be used for carpets and also for textiles 
chairs and sofas.

SF CLEANWAX
GLOSSY RESIDUE

 DETERGENT

SF CLEAN WAX is a detergent based on special 
acrylic polimers that leave a bright film without 
build up. It is particularly suitable for floors that 
must be washed frequently. 
Each wash removes the previous residuals. 
It is used for floors and other surfaces that need a 
protection to avoid the penetration of dirt.

SF TEAK
ACID DETERGENT FOR CLEANING 

AND WHITENING TEAK 
SURFACES

SF LOUK 
LOW RESIDUE 

NEUTRAL DETERGENT

SF KARAPID
READY TO USE 

SURFACE 
DEGREASER

SF REKORD
FLOOR DETERGENT 

DEGREASE

SF FOAM
HIGH FOAM CARPET AND 

TEXTILE SHAMPOO

SF ECSTRA’
LOW FOAM CARPET AND 

TEXTILE DETERGENT

SF KARAPID is a ready to use product with a 
strong cleaning and degreasing power. 
It easily removes finger marks, ink spots, and 
grease dirt from work surfaces, equipments, filters, 
extractor hoods and steel surfaces.CO
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SF LINOTEAK is an oil based sealer for  teak 
protection. It enhances the look of the wood. 
It closes the porosity avoiding the penetration of 
salty water or of any spillage.

SF LINOTEAK
NATURAL PROTECTIVE OIL 

FOR TEAK DECKS

SF PRSF PR

SF PRO brand was created, further several meetings with Owners, Captains, Technicians and 
Crew, in response to a problems regarding the maintenance of yachts. The aim is to face the 
multiple technical constraints and to satisfy a very demanding customers in terms of both 
quality profitability, and service.
The experience and success acquired allowed us to occupy a prominent place among 
operators of units prestigious.
SF PRO assure a solid expertise and dynamic formulations based on more efficient, space 
saving and more environmentally friendly. It is also a new quality policy established in 
cooperation with independent organizations and of control.
Thus, the brand is committed to a proactive approach focused on sustainable development, 
combining for better efficiency and environmental friendliness.
The policy defined initially focused on the "Yachting sector" is more than ever, adopting a 
development approach in line with the new user requirements.
If our daily challenge is to obtain and maintain recognition, our ambition is to serve them where 
they need our products, that is to say, in all countries to host the pleasure navy.



SF PERLE is used for windscreen cleaning, 
window glasses, showers glass walls.
It cleans the surfaces leaving a protective coating 
that allows the water to drip away.

SF PLAST is a cleaner for seat covers, cushions, 
furniture and rubber of inflatable boats.
Based on natural solvents. 
The product can be used pure or diluted.   
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SF CHANT is a cleanser for textile cushions and 
also for the degreasing of surfaces in the kitchens. 
It is a very versatile detergent. 
It can be used pure or diluted. CO
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SF SANIDART is a ready to use cleaner with 
sanitizing effect. 
Based on Quaternary ammonium compounds and 
Chlorexidine. Sprayed on the surfaces it removes 
the dirt and eliminates the bad smells leaving a 
perfume in kitchens, cabins, toilets etc.

SF PERLE
GLASS CLEANER WITH 

WATER DRIPPING 
EFFECT

SF PLAST
MULTIPURPOSE DEGREASER 

DETERSOLVENT

SF SANIDART
RAPID SANITISER

CLEANSER

SF CIT 3C BombolinoSF CHANT
DEGREASING DETERGENT

WITHOUT SOLVENT

SF STYLOX 3C Bombolino is a concentrated 
detergent in cartridges
SF STYLOX  3C Bombolino is a high concentrated 
formula for the rapid cleaning of many surfaces like 
mirrors, glasses, formica, wood forniture, and 
doors.It removes finger marks, dust, halos.
It does not require rinse. 
The solvents used are low odor and a delicate 
perfume is left in the rooms. The cartridge is used 
with the special dilution bottle.

CONCENTRATED RAPID 
CLEANER 

SF SANY 
BIOLOGICAL

DEODORISER

SF SANY is a blend of special non pathogenic 
bacteria strains producing enzymes that digest 
organic residuals.
It keeps clean and deodorized the sewer lines of 
toilets in boats and it activates the decomposition 
of the organic matters in the septic tanks.

SF CIT Bombolino is a concentrated detergent in 
cartridges
SF CIT Bombolino is a concentrated organic acid 
based perfumed detergent, formulated for lavabos, 
toilet bowls, water taps, tubs, showers, sinks,  
ceramic tiles etc. It is safe for chrome fittings. 
SF CIT Bombolino removes water marks, soap 
scum, and leaves the surfaces sparkling cleaned 
and long lasting perfumed. The cartridge is used 
with the special dilution bottle.

SF STYLOX 3C 
Bombolino

EQUIPMENT  
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DISTRIBUTOR
OF PERFUMES

Distributor of perfumes. 

Battery operated. 

A propeller acts on a felt that diffuse the perfume from a 

little bottle (Top-disk system).

SF PR

BRIGHTENING SANITIZING 
DETERGENT FOR BATHROOMS 

SURFACES
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